Mr. Wolf is a German scientist and entrepreneur. He is founding member and the Director of the Osmium-Institut Deutschland zur Inverkehrbringung und Zertifizierung von Osmium GmbH. In this capacity, Mr. Wolf is the key person behind the introduction of certified, crystalline osmium to markets worldwide. This includes the responsibility for establishing a global governance architecture to facilitate secure trading of crystalline osmium.

Mr. Wolf studied fundamental physics at the Technische Universität München (TU Munich) from 1985 to 1989. During his studies, he founded a record company, providing also agency and event services. Dealing with ancillary copyrights led to the invention of Record On Silicon, a non-rewritable memory card the size of a stamp. Later, Mr. Wolf became a TV producer.

Ingo Wolf invented linear IT-based television, for which he filed a patent almost a decade before YouTube. This led to the foundation of 800 stations around the world and corporate TV for companies including MAN, BMW, Allianz, Audi and E-Plus.

Mr. Wolf manufactured electrical vehicles based on the MX-5 and electric air trikes. He was in charge of the European project media GRID with his own solution for artificial intelligence via Neuro-soft GmbH.

His company BCT, Bulgaria Commodity Trade OOD, managed the exploration and development of three gold mines and one antimony mine near Sofia. These assets were sold just before achieving operational readiness.

With the unique opportunity to obtain exclusivity for crystalline osmium, Mr. Wolf divested himself of his various company stakes in 2017 to work solely on introducing osmium, the “last precious metal” to the market.

The “Osmium-Institut zur Inverkehrbringung und Zertifizierung von Osmium GmbH” (Osmium-Institute Germany) is currently under his leadership as director and integrates international partner institutes into the osmium market. The Sunshine Element is growing in acceptance every day and leaves behind a wide range of enthusiasm in all sections of the population. Osmium is investment and jewellery metal, it is myth and object of desire for more and more followers and friends in the international market.